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but nevertheless, he had known EDDIE PIC's wife, MARGUERITE
CLAVERIE for many years from the time he was a young boy
until after EDDIE PIC's divorce from her .
SEHRT advised that EDDIE PIC is now an official with
T . Smith and Son, Stevedoring Company, New Orleans, Louisiana .
Mr . SEHRT stated that over twenty years ago, MARGUERITE
CLAVERIE came to him and requested that hehandle the settling
of an estate which involved a piece of property . Mr . SEHRT
stated that he recalled that one of the attorneys in the office
handled the case and placed MARGUERITE CLAVERIE in possession
of the property . SEHRT recalled that at this time, MARGUERITE
CLAVERIE wasthe widow of a man named OSWALD . Mr . SEHRT stated
that he has not seen or heard of MARGUERITE CLAVERIE in over
twenty years and it was not until he saw her photograph in a
magazine that he recognized her as the person he had known
in his youth and as a young, practicing attorney .
Yr . 9EHRT advised that he has never seen MARGUERITE
CLAVSRIE's son, LEE HARVEY OSWALD and has no knowledge of LEE
Mr . SEHRT advised
HARVEY OSWALD's activities or associate . knowledge
of JACK
that he did not know JACK RUBY and had no
RUBY or of his associates .

Reverend A . J . SCNRRER, 152 Hollywood Drive, New Orleans,
Pastor of the Trinity Evangelical Church, advised that although
he had no recollection of the OSWALD boys or the PIC boy, his
records revealed the following information :
on
In a book of Baptisms, Marriages, and Deaths,baptized
was
page 3, the record indicates that JOHN EDWARDPICPICwas
born
JanuThe
record
shows
that
on January 31, 1932 .
and
aky 17, 1932, and the sponsors for the bapism were LILLIAN
ICBARL88 MURHT (no address) .
On page :,,the record indicates that ROBERT EDWARD
LEE OSWALD, JR . was baptized April 29, 1934, and was born
April 7, 1934 . The sponsors were listed as ARTHUR PRESTON
BARRIE and ALICE OSWALD BARRIE .
On page B, the record contains information that ROBERT
EDWARD LEE OSWALD and MARGUERITE FRANCES CLAVSIRS were united
in marriage July 20, 1933 . lire . OLGA TILDEN and HARRY F .
68WALD were witnesses .
Reverend SCHERER advised that he did not bury
Mr, PIC or Mr . OSWALD when they died and did not know them . He
said he did not recall anything specific about Mrs . OSWALD,
of
except that she had faced some very trying times as a result
losing two husbands and thereafter trying to take care of her
children .
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